
LA734 920816 Age of Aquarius. is a time to You can Prepare, practice and perfect yourself 
SUMMARY MEDITATION: 

 
(41:40) 1 minutes: Touch yourself tonight.  How many have touched your back of the 
neck?  How many touch your forehead?  How many touch your eyebrows?  Eyelids?  Nose, 
lips.  Part of the body, could you just touch yourself?  Just touch yourself.  I am not 
asking for special treatment, it doesn’t mean anything, just touch yourself.  All right?  
Done?  All right?  (?). 
 
 
(42:16)5 minutes:  Put your hands here please, and sit 
straight.  And put your chin towards the sky keeping 
yourself straight, your angle it like a bow.  Look, 

look, look.  There is a roof white.  Meditate on it.  Up, up, up.  Look at it.  Look at it and 
hypnotize yourself.  It will do very fast, because this is a time limit situation, we can’t go 
longer than eleven minutes whether we like it or not.  Within eleven minutes hypnotize 
yourself that there is a total white hole.  White, white, white.  Hold your pelvic area 
tight.  It’s diffi…  I know it’s difficult exercise, that’s why I saved it for you for last day.  
Tomorrow if I am gone, you have to come to New Mexico beat me up. 
Now widen your horizon with this white sky, which is your this ceiling and extent this to 
Infinity.  Actually what you are doing is putting a pressure on your parathyroid, to be very 
honest.  And your optical nerve is bringing changes and you are affecting your medulla.  
And you will relax, please don’t.  Don’t close your eyes, keep awake.  There is no need of 
ecstasy.  We need strength and we need to look wide open Infinity.  I am going to stop it exactly at three minutes.  Because 
maximum limit (?) which we are allowed to go is eleven minutes.  I’ll not go, I’ll just go three minutes and that’s set. 
You have crossed one minute already, and you are in the second minute.  Hypnotize.  Self-hypnosis is the most powerful thing.  
You hypnotize yourself anyway for wrong things.  Do it tonight for right stuff.  Don’t relax, be alert.  Be alert.  Be alert.  Be 
alert.  Thirty seconds more, be alert.  Be alert.  Fifteen seconds, be alert.  Keep the posture, be alert, don’t close your eyes, for 
God’s sake. 
Inhale deep.(47:06)  Deep, hold tight.  And pull your navel in, tighter, relax. (47:18)  Okay, that’s number one.  And the 
exercises are today very small.  Just kidding.  No big deal.  All right?  All right. 
4 minutes: This is your hand and this is your hammer.  Right is your…?  Hammer.  This is your hand.  You will hit in a 

reasonable strength, this will hit thrice.  When you hit this, 
this will hit automatically thrice if you hit right.  But don’t 
hit to the your bone.  Okay.  Go. 
It should not…..  Wait, wait, wait, wait.  You are doing total 
wrong.  This is not what I said.  Now understand.  Should I 
speak in French or English? 
(?).  you don’t understand. 
When you hit this, this automatically they are one, two, 
three.  It automatic, (?) if it’s not automatic, you are doing 
wrong.  If you hit this, because you are changing a direction 
to hit here right and this is your initial point you will 
protective of  this.  This is your main protection.  This you 
don’t mind.  So it will hit automatically like this.  It will not 
be just like a solid hit, (?) just hit and hit.  So it will be looser 
than this.  Provided this is tighter.  And it will cause the 
balance perfect.  (?) we will get the (?) we will need result, 
we don’t know (?) hit ourself, that is not our way. 
All right, now.  Set?  Go.  Create a music, create a 

unisonness.  Let me give you time.  One, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, ek, ek, ek, ek, ek, ek, one, ek, one, ek, one, ek, one, 
ek, one, ek.  Keep on speaking.  Hey Guru Bhajan, one, ek, speak. 
YB & Students:  One, ek, one, ek, one, ek, one, ek, one, ek, one, ek…… 
YB:  Heal yourself forever.  Be in ecstasy.  Speak loud. 

 

 

 









(51:34) Inhale.  Relax.  How are you?  Can you do it for two and a half hour?  Once we did for seven straight hour and we 
started about two hundred fifty or two hundred sixty people, three were left in the end.  (?) lying down flat with red, red, (?) and 
somebody even blue on their forehead.  And belly we didn’t see, later on we started (?) examining belly, you can’t see that.  We 
saw it.  You have a power of total creativity of God within the structure you call body.  You have five elements.  That’s what ‘Sat 
Nam’ means.  All five elements of which you are.  Their total sum of that song is Sat Nam.  Sa-ta-na-ma.  You can have the 
power of the Jupiter, the Saturn, the sun and the Mercury and the id, controlling your Mars, moon, Venus, (?) and plus all the 
faculty of the stars.  In your hand, you are written, in your forehead, your future is written.  In your feet, there is a soul, you call 
it sole, you spell it differently.  That’s the touch with the magnetic field of the earth. 
Now, this exercise we have to do it right.  Okay?  Umm.  It’s the African’s tribe do it.  When they are short of food, that’s, 

this is what they do.  Even today.(53:59) 7 minutes: Suck the entire 
saliva, you drink like a water.  Come on.  Keep the mouth closed, 
na, na, na.  Force the head, with the hands and the fingers but the 
eyes you can look through if you want and just put the pressure on 
the cheeks and suck the whole thing in.  Your cheeks will rub (?) 
the teeth, your tongue rubbed on the palettes and you will create lot 
of saliva and let it go in.  Everybody is doing it, nobody is seeing 
anybody.  Don’t worry.  Nobody is taking your picture, so go 
ahead.  Suck it. 
Lips, cheeks and everything.  Suck it, drink it, drink it, drink it.  You all 
can do, it is very easy.  It’s healthy.  Umm.  Get it, get it, get it, as fast you 
get it, it will open out your cellular gland, (?) good.  Come on.  If you ever 
had a serious headache, you have lot of headache troubles (?) with your 

head.  Stimulate your upper palette, hypothalamus will adjust everything.  Come on, do it right, hurry up. 
Hey, nobody teaches you all this, because they don’t want you become anything.  So they can suck your money.  Why to do that?  
Suck your saliva?  It’s free.  Isn’t it?  It’s made in God.  I know those two words you can laugh at.  Come on, come on.  Milk 
your (?) is that, that’s more holy than other thing.  Milk your tongue.  Feel it, feel it.  Come on, come on, hurry up.  It won’t get 
dry, so if you are not doing it right. 
Hello, Sodom and Gomorras, suck, suck, suck.  I mean, suck your saliva, don’t misunderstand, there is nothing else to suck.  
Come on.  Pressure, pressure your face, press your mouth, pressure.  You have one more minute to go.  There is nothing you 
can do more than that.  (Who is sleeping here? (?).  We’ll  bake 
him.) 
All right, that’s done.  Relax.(1:01;47)  Now, you know this 
hand?  Look at it.  Hurry up.  Not this.(1:01;57) look at that  
I now you need healing come on is practical, balance 
hemisphere come un (1:08;09) inhale deep stretch tight let go, 
inshle again … squeeze relax 
Take baby pose   

 
 
Inhale excel and very sloly move 
your deal move your teal  
Please get up and dance with the 
hand up (1:19)  
 
 
 

1:20;39 sit down and copy the sound (play bari art matamandir 
1:34 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We have been teaching a course from Friday, Saturday and today, Sunday.  Many of you might have come.  We teach actually as 
we please, you come as you please.  That’s kind of relationship we have.  America is not ready to change.  America is (?) ready to 

 

 
 






die.  And it’s inevitable.  The circumstances will be…..  But normally, everybody who has a sensitivity will say so in different 
language.  The reality is, people are dying.  They are insensitive to their own reality, to their own happiness, things are not 
together.  Phoniness and facade prevails and rules.  But we are really very upgrade, high level people who go through the entire 
negativity and still survive.  It’s a wonder.  That’s amazing, isn’t it? 
Normally as many natural law you break a day, and as many mental abuse you cause to yourself, and as much spiritual deny you 
denial you have for your own soul, none of you should exist.  As a matter of rule.  But it is not that you are free from the 
Karma.  It’s not that action has not reaction equal and opposite.  The only Maya, the dilemma, the mirage is, action you took 
today, reaction will happen one day.  And you will not be in a position to connect the both.  This is the only cause we live by.  
Not that we are realistically (?) a person who abuse himself and person who does everything and person who cheats and person 
who steals, and is never caught and it’s fine, that doesn’t mean that that person is free and clear.  That’s not true.  But, we cannot 
connect by our mental sensitivity, the relationship between cause and effect.  If we are so great, we will never cause a cause.  
That’s the human beauty. 
Human beauty is in suffering.  That’s what I have seen in my own life.  You suffer.  And you all suffer very well.  But you have 
never found out what you did for deserving that.  Nobody deserve to suffer.  Happiness is our birthright.  That’s a fact of life.  It 
will never change, I’ll never change my attitude to it, it’s my experience.  It’s not true that I am not unhappy, it’s not true I am 
not sick, it’s not true I am not miserable, it is nothing is true.  Whatever you are, plus your miseries, plus my miseries added 
together, I live them everyday, with each one to you, to each one to me.  But in spite of all that, I am very happy.  Isn’t…  That’s 
amazing to me, too.  And what I say is, with all the unhappiness which circles around me, how can I survive in that most 
stressful condition. 
Just understand, I am a yogi.  I am giving you this example to (?) correlate it.  And you are the most obnoxious yogi.  Everybody 
is a yogi to me.  (?) not something I differ.  Very abusive, very obnoxious, very selfish coercive, that’s the kind of people I talk 
to, argue with.  They unload their nonsense and my sense cannot take it, but I take it.  It is the width of life.  It’s the (?) bigger 
higher scope on life that you can take it.  Normally you will see professional get burnt out, when you counsel somebody you 
counsel today, you counsel tomorrow…  Have you seen (?) professionals, they burnt up.  They can’t survive.  Because everyday 
and everyday and everyday and everyday you can’t take it.  If somebody else cannot take it, don’t you understand you cannot 
take it, too? 
Don’t you understand you repeat and you repeat and repeat, one day will eat and eat and eat you all?  Don’t you say one day 
wrong and wrong and wrong and wrong and wrong and wrong, one day you cannot (?)?  (?).  I am not talking of religion here 
and I am not talking of ecstasy here and I am not talking of God here.  I am not talking of me here.  I am just asking you, can 
you teach me how you sleep at night with all what you do.  With all the corruption and the crookedness and the lies and the 
scheme and the facade, and laying number on each other and doing all that.  I am professional.  My job is to elevate.  That’s 
what my Ph.D. is about, that’s what I am about, doesn’t matter a how sick person comes to me, I am, my job is to elevate them.  
And I get tired.  Don’t you get tired laying the number all the time, knowing it won’t work?  Husband lies to wife, wife lies to 
husband, friend lies to friend, neighbor (?) hates neighbor.  (?) what, come on, let’s stop.  Life. 
What is our life?  What is our life?  You are worse than dog.  Dog is at least loyal to his master.  You have no master.  God you 
can’t see, feel and understand, therefore God is your master, you have no other master, you don’t care, you have no principle 
attached to you.  Goodness, kindness, compassion, grace, honor, what happened to all that?  Cut my hair this way, I should look 
(?) I should look like….  I couldn’t believe it.  I saw one girl today, I say, 
“Hey, what is this nest you have made on your head?  I mean, you are going to ask the birds to lay, I mean to say, lay eggs and 
hatch it and you are providing a nest?” 
She said, “No Yogiji, I have spent hundred fifty dollars to create a nest.” 
Can you believe that?  Since then, I couldn’t do.  I came in, I closed my eye and slept.  I couldn’t believe it.  Somebody spend a 
hundred fifty dollar to build a nest?  On the head?  And it was a classical work, the hair being done to hair and really it looked 
like a nest to me and I, I put, patted my hand and just….  I said 
“Why don’t you put few eggs in it and hatch it?” 
You spend hundred fifty dollars to come to attend a party where you make your hair into a nest.  Who, where else (?) Somalia?  
It only can be done in America.  How much neurotic you can be?  All you are doing is, sell, sell, sell. 
“I want to sell myself.” 
“How many boyfriends I have got?  How many people appreciate me?  How many people love me?” 
That’s all you are.  Have you ever thought how many moments in your life you have loved yourself?  I am here in United States 
last twenty four years, I have not met one person so far, touchwood, who would have said, 
“Oh, I was so much in love (?) I was in ecstasy.” 
Not one.  Meeting you is a pleasure, but I have met people all over the world.  In small congregations and big (?) individual, 
personal, (?) social.  I have met crooks and holy men.  All have the same problem.  Because why?  We are the byproduct of the 
sex and sexual behavior, which is based on spermatozoa and the egg.  Egg is oval, spermatozoa is zigzag.  So crookedness is our 
base. 



Do you know your faculty you can’t destroy it?  There is not a one human tale which is straight.  There is a one, they call it 
Barrel gun highway, it is between Colorado and New Mexico.  It’s eighty straight miles.  It is a straight line.  There are more 
accident on that than anywhere people go.  (?) crazy, and they lose their control.  Eighty miles.  It’s a one hour.  Normally they 
go at eighty miles an hour and they go, that I know.  Though everywhere it’s written fifty five, fifty five, nobody cares fifty five.  
That’s how strongly insane we are basically.  For God’s sake try to understand that.  I am not trying to put you down, I am trying 
to tell you, what’s your basic important situation is. 
Crookedness, the zigzag is in your fifty percent on which you are a product.  Citrine can give nectarine.  It cannot…  (?) citrine 
apple, that is understood.  There are certain things (?) happen.  But watermelon cannot come out of citric root.  I am not asking 
you to get your crookedness out.  I am asking you to cork it.  Contain it.  Otherwise it’s enough to kill you. 
My problem is not I came here to measure the smog on a California commission.  I came here actually practically to share with 
you three days.  I’ll be back again sometime in September to teach you another course.  I want you to live, survive.  What is 
coming on you is not earthquake.  It’s worse than an earthquake.  You do not know also what’s (?) coming on you.  You are 
going to be crackheads.  All of a sudden you will find you can’t take in anymore, you can’t move anymore, because your own 
electromagnetic field is going to blow up.  I get call everyday.  What is happening to me?  I say, “(?) look at the stars.” 
This is Age of Aquarius.  11th November 1991. 
(?). 
I am not psychic and I am going to go announce anything (?) you are going to die, all of you, sooner or later.  And death is 
inevitable if you do not rise to your own self-discipline.  This is a time not to relate to me or to these walls.  This is a time to 
relate to your experience.  I am bright, I am beautiful, I am bountiful, I am blissful, I am a human.  I am great.  One thing will 
only survive you through these times.  I am great, I can prove it in myself.  Not to me. 
Please, I refuse to be anybody’s teacher.  I have never initiated anybody and I don’t care you go to hell or heaven.  Both are 
made in God, so it’s fine.  I don’t know which religion you belong to.  You know, they made me head of religion because they 
thought I am very outspoken and I’ll create lot of trouble.  So you know, they hackled me, and put a (?) chain around my neck to 
make fool of me, and unfortunately at that moment the circumstance was such, I couldn’t refuse it, so it’s okay.  But you will die.  
A very slow insensitive death, every day you will grow and every day you can’t handle yourself.  Little by little, your maturity will 
be less and less.  And your crookedness will be more and more.  The spermatozoa will become bigger and zigzag and zigzag.  
The snake.  But the oval egg will never become round.  Because your life is eighteen year is, and your cycle of consciousness is 
seven years.  And your cycle of intelligence is eleven year.  If the proportion is not right, you won’t survive. 
There is nothing I can do, there is nothing you can do, you have to work out on yourself.  I am just a stool (tool) to help you so 
you may not end up living like a fool.  That’s what I gave the America.  Not to get your dollars and make you students and ask 
you to believe me or trust me.  I am more in trouble because of you than because of me.  I am a good businessman, I do my 
work right, I plan it correct.  My (?) superb, I am fine.  But last twenty four years I have carried you, you have not carried me.  
Never.  (?) man who can sit in the audience of this and say, 
“I paid for you, you didn’t pay for me.” 
I gave you face, I gave you grace, I gave you organization, I gave you money, I gave you merits, I taught you technology, but I 
couldn’t wipe out your total craziness.  But unfortunately, now it is Age of Aquarius.  Your games won’t pay you.  This is a time 
to relate between your soul, your mind and yourself.  It is SMS, soul mind and self.  That’s all important.  Rest is no important. 
This is my last class of this course, I have done very well.  I’ll do today also very good.  But I will like you to do it yourself very 
good.  You know, don’t come to this yoga class because I have come.  Come because you want to come.  If there is no teacher 
here, sit down here, teach yourself.  That’s why we made this bigger stage.  You can practice yourself.  Prepare, practice and 
perfect yourself.  That’s the only way to be happy.  There is going to be diseases for which there will be no medical research 
possible.  There will be mental problems for which no psychiatry and psychology can help.  There will be life and incident and 
accidents in your life for which there will be no answer.  Axle of the earth has changed.  So the magnetic field and so the 
vibration.  And there is nothing to cash on it.  Some people are cashing on it.  They are saying, 
“(?), let us do this, let do that (?) let us teach them…” 
One day I heard a brochure, I looked at all the items and I did this.  We didn’t read.  Everybody has a carrot to dangle before 
everybody. 
“Eat my carrot.  Eat my carrot, eat my carrot, it gives you vitamin A.  Eat my carrot.” 
Hey one pill of vitamin A can cost nothing.  (?).  Why to eat your carrot?  (?) the language useful words, wonderful appreciation, 
la-lla-llaa.  For what?  First of all we are all suffering then we have dangling carrot, “Come on, eat my carrot.”  We are donkeys?  
That’s what they think. 
One day it was very funny.  I said, 
“On the TV this thing, this nineteen dollar ninety five cent.  Order it.” 
“Why?” 
I say, “Order it.  I want to see it.” 
I have never seen a garbage better than that.  You can be this, you can be that, they promise.  What you can do about it? 



You have to learn to sit down in the morning and go under the cold shower and take a towel and massage your body till you are 
red.  You have to sleep in your bed and you have to get up in the morning and you have to exercise without (?) removing the 
quilt, till you sweat.  You don’t require six hundred dollar machine and seven hundred dollars weight and nineteen hundred 
dollars teacher.  You don’t have to pay nine dollar an hour for bed-maintained class to have a elbow wrong. 
Sex can be done straight, if it that’s what you are.  Indirect sex is a definite, absolutely mental coercion to your own self.  The 
worst disease which you all have is indirect sexual inhibition.  Nobody will tell you that.  It’s a very, very, very heavy mental 
disease. 
What did I say that word?  You remember it?  Et-ta-ta-ta-ta.  I spoke so loud. 
Students: (----------) 
YB:  Three thousand years ago, the civilization suffered so much under this disease.  That humans were not…  This (?) what 
they talk about Gomorra and (?) what they talk about, you know what I mean?  What those cities were? 
Student: (----------) 
YB:  I can’t even pronounce them, see how idiot I am, you are all wisest people, you immediately named it.  I can’t.  In twenty 
your years I am trying to call these cities and I can’t.  And in one second, all of you know that.  Isn’t wonderful?  You know 
much many more things than me, I know.  I am just a stupid teacher.  Those were your healing laboratories, where you 
experience the prime.  What they call them?  Solomon something? 
Student: (----------) 
YB:  Sodom I know.  I thought Solomon something.  Cheated somewhere.  What we have now?  San Francisco and Los 
Angeles? 
(Students laugh). 
YB:  We are the modern (?) Sodom and Gomorra, that’s what you said, Sodom and Gomorra?  That’s good.  So some Jesus 
Christ has to go on the cross to just save it?  What was that lady he saved? 
Student: (----------) 
YB:  You know, you all know Bible by heart, that I love it.  You are really, you are really everybody good Christian, that’s good.  
Save your Mary Magellan.  You all have (?).  You all crucified your Christ, everyday, on any moment, not even for thirty silver 
dollars you are cheap.  You do it for nothing.  That’s what the fact is.  You do it everyday, you do it to yourself, you do it to your 
family, you do it to your friends, you do it to your children.  You kill everybody’s consciousness.  You crucify everybody who 
touches you. 
Do you know in ocean there is a little fish, it’s very (?) you can’t see with the naked eye, it’s called (?)?  You know.  They run in a 
school, in a little batch, little bundle.  They can get even to a shark or they can get to into this big thing, what do they call them?  
Whale.  Doesn’t matter what they get.  What they get that’s the end of it.  A little, tiny stuff.  They get to the outer, just they get, 
one can get a….  Fish is very slippery and move very fast.  To protect itself.  And the big fish always do that.  They have certain 
stable.  But this little tiny stuff, if can get to one in seconds, the whole thing is bunch of holes, gone.  Finished.  Done.  It is not 
snake bite is, take away meat of your body.  It gets the poison in your blood stream and it all disintegrates and you are dead.  
Isn’t that the way person dies?  It is that one thought like a bite of the snake in your head, to damage other, to destroy other, to 
insult other, which will kill you.  Other may not die.  What’s the disease I said you all have? 
Student: (----------) 
YB:  That’s the only disease man has.  Man is free all these other disease of all symptoms.  ISI.  We call it ‘IS.’  IS has a IS which 
can suck and (?) all what exist.  You don’t have it, birds have it.  Animals have it, you know.  (?), have you seen an (?)?  What 
those rams do?  Eh?  (?), but what?  There are so many and mountain goats (?).  Each one can get one, why they want fifteen?  
Have you seen, you like that (?)?  They show it on the TV, you might have seen.  Have you seen that?  Oh God, these guys 
come, they go very distance, dig the ground and they (?) it hurts.  What for?  And these are the all right, these are small animals, 
but big one those, silent, calm, mountain buffaloes, what they call them?  Um?  (?) big one, what do they call them?  No, they are 
bulky, they are big. 
Student: (----------) 
YB:  Umm? 
Student: (----------) 
YB:  No, no, they are (?) fall a chance.  Caribou is a little thing. 
Student: (----------) 
YB:  You don’t know those big beautiful, wonderful buffaloes of tundra? 
Student: (----------) 
YB:  Ha? 
Student: (----------) 
YB:  Yeah. yeah.  What they call them? 
Student: (----------) 
YB:  (?) bison something like that.  They have a big, big, long fur and (?) they live in a very, very cold land.  Can you believe 
them if they live here equator what they will do?  They live in a horrible, horrible, snow cold land, you know.  I don’t know how 



they become horny, there is nothing to be horny in that land.  They….  Have you seen their fight?  Sometime take a plane on 
that little plain, they will land you there in northern territory somewhere in Canada.  Really I am not kidding.  And just see the 
thud of a, those thousands and thousands and thousands of pounds, like a automobile engine, they going all the way back and 
they come and they hit and they can’t later on perform sex.  It’s impossible.  This is a very, very known disease.  If you start 
analyzing all your activity and stimulation and what you do and find IS in it, you will be surprised.  And how much your real 
energy is gone. 
You are afraid of sex.  You who have a tremendous phobia of sex, so much phobic you are about it, you even don’t know.  If 
you are so normal about sex, relax.  It will happen.  And happen in full moon or no moon, doesn’t matter.  But no, you can’t 
relax about it.  Why?  You are very insensitive.  Anything we are insensitive to, we overproject.  We don’t like impotency.  That’s 
why we like importance.  Importance is overpushed impotency.  Aha, you know that?  Wisdom is overpushed craziness.  Your 
happiness is over push your sadness.  Your crookedness is over push your no confidence, no self-respect, no self-esteem, no 
self-confidence, I mean, you are not aware of it. 
Relax with me tonight.  I want to tell you on your face-to-face how much crooked you are.  Your crookedness is over push your 
straightforward simple innocence, which you kill.  Don’t you see the most beautiful thing on this planet is the innocence?  Don’t 
you know all little child who have no graduation, degree, he is no Ph.D., he has no profession, he doesn’t pee?  I saw that little 
boy peeing and then playing with his hand like this, he was making a big fountain of it.  Everybody laughed, everybody loved, 
nobody disturbed the kid.  Just one year old, just started his fountain and then with his hand, he was just playing with it and all 
and three of us were standing, they are laughing.  They didn’t do a thing.  And then later, (?) mother picked up, cleaned the (?) 
came with a duster and cleaned the whole thing, got the water and soaped the whole thing.  I was surprised I say, can they not 
learn from this?  There is no more beautiful thing than be innocent. 
In one of the case I was investigating, I called my inspector, I said, 
“Could you come and see me early in the morning?” 
He said, “Okay sir.” 
He came and I said, 
“Look.  Facts are this man has to be hanged.” 
He said, “That seems correct.” 
I say, “But the fact is, he is innocent.” 
He said, “Sir, tell me what do you want?” 
I said, “I want nothing.  I want you to go into the root of the whole thing, find it out.  If my intuition is right or this file is 
correct.” 
He said, “Why?” 
I said, “Look.  This is a very good (?) pen, this is very costly, and it has never done this to me, I was writing with it, it tore up the 
page.  I know it’s my physical problem, but it is stopping me to write what I intend to write on the faces of the facts here.  
Therefore I like you to look into it.” 
Five days later, he brought the evidence (?).  Man was not only innocent, he did not exist there, where they thought he is 
committed a crime.  Not at all.  He was not in the vicinity.  To nail him down and to (?) they took away all that evidence. 
Do you know what God is?  God is your innocence in you.  God is not your crookedness, your fears, your degrees, your power, 
your politics, everything you have, (?) your emotions, your feeling….  You know, some people allege me I, I don’t respect 
feelings and emotion, I don’t respect the individuality, (?).  You know nothing.  I didn’t created you, God (?) created each (?), 
and you are all made in God, I am not a part of it.  I have no right to insult and disregard you.  You are going to dig your own 
grave, you are going to lay in it (?), I am not a part of it.  But I am telling you, once a while you are digging a grave, don’t go in it.  
Your God is your innocence.  That’s why that rebirthing is very important.  Seven thousand dollars.  For crying?  Forty three 
year old person with a pillow crying (?) I went to a course, they were (?) I mean to say about eighty, ninety of them, graduating, 
crying with pillow.  They were (?) having a rebirth.  Baby is coming out and somebody sitting with them, he say, 
“Push, push.” 
I say, “Push what?  To poop?  Push what?” 
That’s a exploitation of hypnosis.  Hatha yoga take a posture.  Stand like this (?).  Why don’t you make a picture of this?  They 
sell better.  Because you are western.  You don’t have a depth.  I saw you in India coming with tons of dollar in your pocket.  I 
was in charge of the customs.  And I saw you leaving empty.  I know you.  You swami chasers and yogi hunters.  I am aware of 
you.  You from the west, going with money, losing it all, coming back with absolutely pocket, empty head, empty hand. 
Wake up, wake up Americans you are bankrupt.  You have polluted this land in two hundred years more than you can afford.  
You have forgotten the flames of L.A.  I have not.  They will burn again.  The buildings didn’t mean anything and the burning 
fire and roach didn’t mean anything, we are all inside burnt. 
Twenty two million working Americans are out of job today.  Have you understood the fate of a father who was making a year 
and a half ago, eighteen months ago, one hundred and seventy five thousand dollars a year?  Living graciously?  Can’t sell his 
house, can’t do anything, can’t draw his money.  And he is going to day shelter to get the food for the family.  Because his wife 
refuses to go?  What’s wrong if he commits suicide tomorrow?  Man with five degrees.  He has two cars, but no money for 



gasoline.  They showed it.  Did you know twice or three time, I don’t know, it is two time or three time they extended this act to 
pay… three times?  What is that?  Unemployment?  Never done in the history of the country before.  I am telling you the facts. 
Let’s do our job tonight.  So we may not keep on talking America and losing what we have come here for.  Otherwise you will 
say, 
“He talk, talk, talk, didn’t do anything.” 
So it is fine if, I put you through little grill?  Um?  Little cookie is okay?  Suram it’s fine?  They can bear it, right?  They have to 
go Monday work right.  You have to go Monday working, right?  Ha, okay.  Just loosen your body and feel yourself and just 

nicely (?).  Just touch, get in touch with yourself.  As it is.  Yeah, yeah, it’s, it’s very rare you do, 
I know.  You want to touch somebody else, not yourself, right?  You know somebody 
else.(41:40) 1 minutes: Touch yourself tonight.  How many have touched your back of the 
neck?  How many touch your forehead?  How many touch your eyebrows?  Eyelids?  Nose, 
lips.  Part of the body, could you just touch yourself?  Just touch yourself.  I am not 
asking for special treatment, it doesn’t mean anything, just touch yourself.  All right?  
Done?  All right?  (?). 
 
 
(42:16)5 minutes:  Put your hands here please, and sit 
straight.  And put your chin towards the sky keeping 

yourself straight, your angle it like a bow.  Look, look, look.  There is a roof white.  
Meditate on it.  Up, up, up.  Look at it.  Look at it and hypnotize yourself.  It will do 
very fast, because this is a time limit situation, we can’t go longer than eleven minutes 
whether we like it or not.  Within eleven minutes hypnotize yourself that there is a 
total white hole.  White, white, white.  Hold your pelvic area tight.  It’s diffi…  I know 
it’s difficult exercise, that’s why I saved it for you for last day.  Tomorrow if I am gone, 
you have to come to New Mexico beat me up. 
Now widen your horizon with this white sky, which is your this ceiling and extent this to 
Infinity.  Actually what you are doing is putting a pressure on your parathyroid, to be very 
honest.  And your optical nerve is bringing changes and you are affecting your medulla.  
And you will relax, please don’t.  Don’t close your eyes, keep awake.  There is no need of 
ecstasy.  We need strength and we need to look wide open Infinity.  I am going to stop it exactly at three minutes.  Because 
maximum limit (?) which we are allowed to go is eleven minutes.  I’ll not go, I’ll just go three minutes and that’s set. 
You have crossed one minute already, and you are in the second minute.  Hypnotize.  Self-hypnosis is the most powerful thing.  
You hypnotize yourself anyway for wrong things.  Do it tonight for right stuff.  Don’t relax, be alert.  Be alert.  Be alert.  Be 
alert.  Thirty seconds more, be alert.  Be alert.  Fifteen seconds, be alert.  Keep the posture, be alert, don’t close your eyes, for 
God’s sake. 
Inhale deep.(47:06)  Deep, hold tight.  And pull your navel in, tighter, relax. (47:18)  Okay, that’s number one.  And the 
exercises are today very small.  Just kidding.  No big deal.  All right?  All right. 
4 minutes: This is your hand and this is your hammer.  Right is your…?  Hammer.  This is your hand.  You will hit in a 

reasonable strength, this will hit thrice.  When you hit this, 
this will hit automatically thrice if you hit right.  But don’t 
hit to the your bone.  Okay.  Go. 
It should not…..  Wait, wait, wait, wait.  You are doing total 
wrong.  This is not what I said.  Now understand.  Should I 
speak in French or English? 
(?).  you don’t understand. 
When you hit this, this automatically they are one, two, 
three.  It automatic, (?) if it’s not automatic, you are doing 
wrong.  If you hit this, because you are changing a direction 
to hit here right and this is your initial point you will 
protective of  this.  This is your main protection.  This you 
don’t mind.  So it will hit automatically like this.  It will not 
be just like a solid hit, (?) just hit and hit.  So it will be looser 
than this.  Provided this is tighter.  And it will cause the 
balance perfect.  (?) we will get the (?) we will need result, 
we don’t know (?) hit ourself, that is not our way. 
All right, now.  Set?  Go.  Create a music, create a 

 

 

 






unisonness.  Let me give you time.  One, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, ek, ek, ek, ek, ek, ek, one, ek, one, ek, one, ek, one, 
ek, one, ek.  Keep on speaking.  Hey Guru Bhajan, one, ek, speak. 
YB & Students:  One, ek, one, ek, one, ek, one, ek, one, ek, one, ek…… 
YB:  Heal yourself forever.  Be in ecstasy.  Speak loud. 
(51:34) Inhale.  Relax.  How are you?  Can you do it for two and a half hour?  Once we did for seven straight hour and we 
started about two hundred fifty or two hundred sixty people, three were left in the end.  (?) lying down flat with red, red, (?) and 
somebody even blue on their forehead.  And belly we didn’t see, later on we started (?) examining belly, you can’t see that.  We 
saw it.  You have a power of total creativity of God within the structure you call body.  You have five elements.  That’s what ‘Sat 
Nam’ means.  All five elements of which you are.  Their total sum of that song is Sat Nam.  Sa-ta-na-ma.  You can have the 
power of the Jupiter, the Saturn, the sun and the Mercury and the id, controlling your Mars, moon, Venus, (?) and plus all the 
faculty of the stars.  In your hand, you are written, in your forehead, your future is written.  In your feet, there is a soul, you call 
it sole, you spell it differently.  That’s the touch with the magnetic field of the earth. 
Now, this exercise we have to do it right.  Okay?  Umm.  It’s the African’s tribe do it.  When they are short of food, that’s, 

this is what they do.  Even today.(53:59) 7 minutes: Suck the entire 
saliva, you drink like a water.  Come on.  Keep the mouth closed, 
na, na, na.  Force the head, with the hands and the fingers but the 
eyes you can look through if you want and just put the pressure on 
the cheeks and suck the whole thing in.  Your cheeks will rub (?) 
the teeth, your tongue rubbed on the palettes and you will create lot 
of saliva and let it go in.  Everybody is doing it, nobody is seeing 
anybody.  Don’t worry.  Nobody is taking your picture, so go 
ahead.  Suck it. 
Lips, cheeks and everything.  Suck it, drink it, drink it, drink it.  You all 
can do, it is very easy.  It’s healthy.  Umm.  Get it, get it, get it, as fast you 
get it, it will open out your cellular gland, (?) good.  Come on.  If you ever 
had a serious headache, you have lot of headache troubles (?) with your 

head.  Stimulate your upper palette, hypothalamus will adjust everything.  Come on, do it right, hurry up. 
Hey, nobody teaches you all this, because they don’t want you become anything.  So they can suck your money.  Why to do that?  
Suck your saliva?  It’s free.  Isn’t it?  It’s made in God.  I know those two words you can laugh at.  Come on, come on.  Milk 
your (?) is that, that’s more holy than other thing.  Milk your tongue.  Feel it, feel it.  Come on, come on, hurry up.  It won’t get 
dry, so if you are not doing it right. 
Hello, Sodom and Gomorras, suck, suck, suck.  I mean, suck your saliva, don’t misunderstand, there is nothing else to suck.  
Come on.  Pressure, pressure your face, press your mouth, pressure.  You have one more minute to go.  There is nothing you 
can do more than that.  (Who is sleeping here? (?).  We’ll  bake 
him.) 
All right, that’s done.  Relax.(1:01;47)  Now, you know this 
hand?  Look at it.  Hurry up.  Not this.(1:01;57) look at that  
I now you need healing come on is practical, balance 
hemisphere come un (1:08;09) inhale deep stretch tight let go, 
inshle again … squeeze relax 
Take baby pose   

 
 
Inhale excel and very sloly move 
your deal move your teal  
Please get up and dance with the 
hand up (1:19)  
 
 
 

1:20;39 sit down and copy the sound (play bari art matamandir 
1:34 

 

 
 





